




What Can Coffee One 
do for your Business?

Customized dashboards that give managers and executives a 
real-time snapshot of the business to guide critical decisions

Softengine Coffee One ERP software
includes robust yet easy to use tools

Allows users to run standard reports or create customized reports in order to 
gain valuable insight into your customer relationships and business operations



Softengine Coffee One is an industry specific ERP solution that’s 
leading the way for small- to mid-sized, fast-growing companies. 

Coffee One Powered by SAP Business One delivers unbeatable 
inventory control, warehouse management, lot traceability, recall 
functionality, and much more.

Coffee One, a fully configurable and highly efficient solution, tackles 
the specifically unique challenges of the Coffee Industry.

“The implementation team was 
outstanding. They understood the 
system and our business which 
made for a smooth transition.”

~Bob Bruce, Director of Operations, 

New Mexico Pinon Coffee



COFFEE ONE SERVES YOUR BUSINESS 
IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE

Green Contracts

Inventory Control

Lot Traceability

Batch Processing

Equipment Tracking

Order Management

B2B Portal

Route Management

Resource Scheduler

Spot Buying Optimization



GREEN CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

Green Contracts Manage

• Brokers

• Contract Periods

• C & Differential 
Pricing

• Shipping Terms

• Quality Marks & 
Containers

System Alerts

• First Notice Day

• Contracts without 
Samples

• Additional 
Customizations 
Available Upon 
Request



The fully configurable Coffee One solution 

tackles the unique challenges of the Coffee Industry

▪ Food Safety 

▪ Regulatory Compliance 

▪ Product Recalls 

▪ Consistent Product Quality 

▪ Product Line Profitability 

▪ Optimized Inventory Levels 

▪ CRM 

▪ Supplier Quality

▪ Pricing & Trade Promotions 

Management 



Manage Production

Graphically 
Intuitive, Mobile 

Responsive 
Terminal

WMS Barcode 
Scanning Device

INVENTORY

SHIPPING

COUNTING

RECEIVING

Real –Time Shop 
Floor Data

Planned Yield/Loss 
Management

End to End Lot 
Traceability for Safety 

Compliance

Production Process

Key Benefits



Why

”The Best Run Businesses Run SAP”, and Softengine is here to help you achieve your business goals by implementing Coffee One

At Softengine, we take pride in our Client-First 
approach. By taking the time to truly get to know 
your business specific needs, we will be able to 
better help your company succeed.

Our team of certified and award-winning 
professionals is here to guide and assist you every 
step of the way. Implementing Coffee One will 
transition your business with minimal disruption to 
your business operations. 

At Softengine, we understand how transitioning 
your business can feel daunting, so our 
professionals are accessible 24/7 by phone, 
email, and our website portal, support is never 
out of sight



“When you tell someone that you’re going to a new ERP system, they all give you that 
‘pained look.’ To think that we’re on a year from when we did discovery to now three 

months into our live implementation, and all we’re working on is some fine-tuning. Some of 
these fine-tuning tasks are those little things that make our life so much easier, but this 

wasn’t what I expected when we went live because people told me so many horror stories. 
I’m thankful for the effort on both Softengine and Baronet teams.” 

~Bruce Goldsmith, Family Owner, Baronet Coffee.



Softengine Are Proud Partners With:


